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An Extraordinary Year in
Any Language 
Adrian Del Caro declares this is a
year to remember in the history of
the department. The remarkable
achievements of the faculty and
students have set a high bar for
future years. 
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Meet Bernard ("Bernie")
Issa 
Since his arrival last fall, Bernie
Issa has made a smooth
transition from Chicago to
Knoxville. His research focuses
on individual difference variables
and how they combine with
external factors in the language
classroom. 


Find out more


Faculty Accolades and Accomplishments 
Faculty have been productive this year—publishing and presenting
their scholarship; attracting fellowships, grants, and named
professorships; winning top awards and citations; and completing
workshops to enhance their teaching.


Find out more


Students Garner Record
Number of Awards and
Scholarships 
Graduate and undergraduate
students were very competitive in
attracting scholarships,
fellowships, and awards. These
funds support study and work
abroad, graduate studies,
research, and opportunities for
applying cultural knowledge and
language skills in internships. 


Find out more


Student News 
MFLL students are making news. Students published a new journal
and developed a new video game for language learning. They also
presented papers, landed  jobs, and found opportunities to teach and
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volunteer abroad. 


Find out more


Highlights


Community and Campus Engagement and Academic Outreach 
Faculty and students produced programming that  afforded learning opportunities for the
campus community and the general public.  Students engaged in outreach to provide
educational experiences for young children and senior citizens in the community. 


Find out more


Fostering Community and Enhancing Learning in MFLL 
A variety of organized activities build community within the department and within the
various language programs. These activities engage students in group activities, enhance
language skills, and provide opportunities for fun, camaraderie, and recreation. 


Find out more


Language and World Business Program (LWB) News 
Students in the LWB Program are increasingly successful in attracting local, national, and
international internships opportunities.  Internships were awarded this year for the first time
from the Goldman/Pendleton Scholarship Fund. 


Find out more


Invest in the Department of Modern Foreign Languages &
Literatures


Make a secure, tax-deductible online contribution to the Department of
Modern Foreign Languages & Literatures. Donate now
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Message from the Department Head:
An Extraordinary Year in Any Language
Greetings!


This academic year (2015-2016) has been a year to remember for student


achievements. The Student Spotlight section of this newsletter documents


successes of our extraordinary undergraduate and graduate student majors, as


well as those extraordinary "honorary" majors from other departments in arts and


sciences and other colleges (engineering, political science, biology, linguistics, and


biochemistry & cellular and molecular biology).  With increasing frequency, students


from across the university are supplementing their major with studies in modern


foreign languages and literatures, realizing that language and culture expertise


enhances their competitiveness in their pursuit of career opportunities as well as


major national awards and scholarships.


Three of our students were featured in the spring issue of the college's magazine,


Higher Ground. I invite you to read these stories as two examples of how our


students are engaged in Experience Learning, the provost's new quality enhancement program (QEP).  One story


features 


   


Kasey Summeriski describing her rich learning experiences studying abroad in Cuzdo, Peru this past semester,


funded by a  Ken and Blaire Mossman Scholarship from our department.  Another story highlights two students of our


German program, 


   


Kacton 


            


DeVoti and Kalissa Ervin ('15), who were the first to hold summer internships with Volkswagen


Chattanooga. 


This academic year has likewise been a year of stellar productivity and accomplishment in teaching, research, and


service for our faculty, both professors and lecturers.  Readers of the Faculty Accolades and Accomplishments section


of the newsletter will observe that we will, indeed, be challenged in future years to sustain the pace of this year in


garnering internal and external awards.  What a joy to see our colleagues receive the recognition they deserve!


Outside the walls of McClung Tower, many very worthwhile events engaged students and the broader public and are


described in detail in the Campus and Community Engagement and Academic Outreach article. These activities are


always a labor of love for the organizers: UT AuthorFest, Brazilian Cultural Night, Soccer Tournament (Spanish won),


Chinese Karaoke Contest, Immersion Days, MFLL Talent Show, French Connections, to mention only some of the


bigger events. And how can we not salute the inaugural issue of our very first graduate student journal, Vernacular,


designed, produced and edited entirely by our graduate students? The achievements of our Language and World


Business Program (LWB) majors are suitably chronicled here as well.
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The entire department received a compliment this year as well.  Spring semester 2016 concluded with our mid-cycle


program review, which generated an eight-page Mid-Term Report prepared by Professors Amy Elias (English), William


Neilson (Economics), John Nolt (Philosophy) and Elzbieta Sklodowska (Spanish, Washington University). Let me leave


you with a quote from the authors of that report, whose recommendations will occupy our collective energies for several


years to come:  "The University has in its MFLL community a tremendous and diverse resource from which it benefits


considerably in all areas germane to institutional excellence: interdisciplinary research and teaching, academic leadership,


global and community engagement."


Finally, my thanks to all in the MFLL community for their outstanding effort this year, and our heartfelt thanks to our MFLL


Advisory Board and to those generous supporters whose funding makes a difference to our students at home and


abroad.


Best wishes,


Adrian Del Caro


Professor and Department Head
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New Faculty
Bernard ("Bernie") Issa is an assistant professor of Spanish


Linguistics with a specialization in Second Language Acquisition.  Issa


joined MFLL in fall 2015 after earning a doctorate from the University of


Illinois at Chicago. His research focuses on individual difference


variables—such as motivation, working memory, anxiety, or language


learning aptitude—and how they combine with external factors (learning


environment, style of instruction) in language classrooms at different


levels. His dissertation research used eye-tracking to take fine-grain


measurements of the allocation of attention in beginning second


language learners of Spanish, comparing input enhancement and


structured input practice to see how these methods affected


acquisition of a novel grammatical structure. This project revealed that


while both methods do promote language learning, structured input


practice, in which a teacher asks questions of a type that require


understanding and, later, production of particular grammatical


structures, is more effective. These results have clear and important implications for language teaching.


Issa is currently working on a research project to be conducted during the summer study-abroad program in Santander,


Spain.  Students will be measured both for a set of individual difference variables and for language proficiency before they


begin the program. The study will focus on three measures of linguistic ability. Issa will assess students' proficiency again


after the program and run statistical tests to see if gains in these areas relate to any of the measures taken on the


individual difference variables.


This study will contribute to an area of second language acquisition (SLA) research in which there is no consensus in the


field.  Professor Issa says there is no "secret ingredient to language learning," so increasing understanding of how


individual difference variables and external factors interact to produce language learning is highly valuable. He also plans


to extend these studies to consider oral input—enhancing certain structures by using emphasis, or changes in pitch and


volume, etc.—and how it contributes to language learning, as well.


The results of his research studies inform Issa's other major role in the Spanish section where he is the director of the


first-year Spanish language program. He supervises lecturers and graduate teaching assistants for Spanish 111, 112,


123, and 150, overseeing the production of syllabi and the creation and grading of tests and other materials. He also


trains graduate Teaching Assistants (TAs) who are incoming master's degree students who work with him for one


semester, observing classes, developing a teaching philosophy, and learning SLA theory.  They then team up on a
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course with a lecturer in their second semester and begin teaching more of the course as the semester goes on.


Professor Issa observes the TAs and offers feedback and evaluations on their progress and performance, thus shaping


the next generation of language instructors.


When asked how he was enjoying living in Knoxville, Issa acknowledged that he finds the state legislature's frequent


attempts to intervene in cultural issues at the university baffling, but said that otherwise, acclimating to life in Knoxville was


going extremely smoothly. He and his family—partner Dustin, a software developer and support analyst; dog Albus; and


cat Cocoa—are enjoying the mild East Tennessee weather, which is a major change from Chicago's frigid winters!


Outside the classroom, Issa is an enthusiastic tennis player and hiker. He, Dustin, and Albus have been taking


advantage of the proximity of Knoxville to the Smoky Mountains and of the numerous local walks and hikes. As Albus'


name suggests, Issa is an avid Harry Potter fan—something he shares with many of the UT students whose language


learning is shaped by his energy and his expertise.
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Faculty Accolades and Accomplishments
Annachiara Mariani, senior Lecturer of Italian and Spanish, published "New Existentialism: The Literary inetto


as a Reemerging Prototype in Twenty-First Century Cinema" in the Journal of Literature and Art Studies, May


2016, Vol. 6, No. 5. 


Chris Holmlund (French, Cinema Studies) co-edited an issue on Sexuality in Scandinavian Cinema for The


Journal of Scandinavian Cinema, (volume/issue 5.2) and co-wrote the introduction for the volume.


Daniel H. Magilow (German) received a Mid-Career Research Award at the College of Arts and Sciences


Convocation in December 2015. He also received a Library Research Grant from the Getty Research Institute, a


Professional Development Award, and a grant from the Tennessee Humanities Center, where he will be in


residence during the 2016-17 academic year.


Dawn Duke (Portuguese) published "'Follow Me' and My Footsteps in Baraguá: Caribbean Influences in Afro-


Cuban Women's Literature and Film" in Cincinnati Romance Review vol. 40, spring 2016, 87-105. She was


invited to give a presentation at the University of Guyana entitled "The Black Consciousness Movement in Brazil:


Cultural and Literary Configurations," December 10, 2015. She represented Africana Studies at the first Black


Studies in the SEC meeting at Mississippi State University in May 2016 and spent June 2016 in Brazil on


research.


Flavia Brizio-Skov (Italian) in fall 2015 received a Ready for the World grant (inside the Linkage between UT


and the University of Genova) and invited Federico Donelli to campus to deliver two lectures on the cultural and


political "new frontier" of Turkey.  She published a long essay on transnational cinema on Cultural and Religious


Studies in March 2016. She has contributed to the Forum on "The Present State and Future Prospects of Italian


Cinema Studies" that will be published in the Blackwell Companion to Italian Cinema (forthcoming 2016). She also


received a Ready for the World Grant to invite a scholar from the University of Genoa to spend two weeks at UT


doing research and delivering lectures for undergraduates as part of the Linkage Program between UT and


UNIGE.


Gregory Kaplan (Hispanic Studies) was awarded a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship in the


fall of 2015, during which time he completed 'Arguments against the Christian Religion in Amsterdam,' by Saul


Levi Morteira, Spinoza's Rabbi, which will be published by Amsterdam University Press.


Harriet Bowden (Spanish) gave an invited keynote at the University of Tübingen, Germany, at a two-day


workshop on language learning in December, 2015, which brought together researchers studying first and


second language acquisition as well as cognitive psychologists examining learning. Bowden's keynote was


entitled "Second language learning and processing: Investigating the interaction of internal and external influences"
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and presented an overview of two large research projects she has been involved in—investigating second


language learning and processing and how individual learner differences interact with pedagogical factors in this


learning and processing. 


Margaret Keneman (French) published an article "Finding a Voice in the Foreign Language Classroom:


Reading, Writing, and Performing Slam Poetry to Develop Critical Literacies" in January in the 2015 Volume of the


American Association of University Supervisors and Coordinators (AAUSC). In April, she was awarded a Teaching


Innovation Grant by the Tennessee Teaching and Learning Center. This grant will allow her to redesign two


courses at the 200-level using a critical literacies pedagogical approach.


Laura Trujillo-Mejía (Hispanic Studies) completed the Experiential Learning Certification, part of the new


UT Quality Enhancement Program (QEP) initiative, conducted by the Tennessee Teaching and Learning Center.


This is a series of four half-day workshops on the key aspects of "Experience Learning," including topics such as


Real World Problem Solving, Motivating Students, Reflection, and Collaboration.


Les Essif (French and Francophone Studies) was awarded a Lindsay Young Professorship for 2015-17.


Maria Stehle (German) and her collaborator Carrie Smith-Prei (University of Alberta) published a new book,


Awkward Politics: Technologies of Popfeminist Activism with McGill-Queens University Press in May 2016. They


suggest that awkwardness offers a means of engaging with twenty-first century feminist activism; by developing


awkwardness into a theoretical tool for intervention, a key concept of feminist politics, and a moving target, their


study dramatically alters the ways in which we approach activism, its forms, movements, and effects.


Mary McAlpin (French) presented "Rape Culture: Lessons from the French Enlightenment," an invited lecture,


at the French and Francophone Studies Department of Pennsylvania State University in October 2015. She


received the James R. and Nell W. Cunningham Outstanding Teaching Award, in fall 2015 and served as a


Faculty Co-advisor, Sexual Empowerment and Awareness at Tennessee (Sex Week) and as the president of the


UT chapter of the AAUP.


Michael Handelsman (Spanish, Director of Global Studies) received a University of Tennessee President's


Citation of Merit for Public Outreach in spring 2016, and received an Outstanding Service Award and an


Outstanding Advising Award from the College of Arts and Sciences in December 2015.


Rossy Toledo (Hispanic Studies) published the bilingual/bicultural anthology Nos pasamos de la raya/We


crossed the line (Abismos, Mexico City, 2015) and was invited to present the anthology at the 2015 Zocalo


International Book Fair, the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Mexico (UNAM), and the Benemérita Universidad


Autonoma de Puebla (BUAP) in October 2015. 


Sarah Vandegrift Eldridge (German) published an article in the journal Monatshefte in fall 2015. Her first


book, Novel Affinities: Composing the Family in the German Novel 1795-1830 is appearing with Camden House


in May 2016. She was awarded a Fulbright to do research on eighteenth century novels and travel literature in


Dresden, Germany for fall 2016.
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Stephen Blackwell (Russian) published Fine Lines: Vladimir Nabokov's Scientific Art, an annotated collection


(co-edited with Kurt Johnson) of 154 of Nabokov's drawings and ten essays by scholars (Yale University


Press). The volume has attracted extensive coverage in the Washington Post, The New Yorker Online, The New


Republic, and Nature. He also published an article titled "Nabokov's Butterflies" in Pierre, a one-issue large-format


art-quality magazine devoted to the interests of renowned French artist Pierre Huyghe, produced by the Artist's


Institute, Hunter College, New York in January 2016. Finally, he has been invited to be a keynote speaker at an


upcoming conference, "Vladimir Nabokov and the Fictions of Memory," September 2016, in Warsaw, Poland.
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Students Garner Record Number of Awards
and Scholarships
Alex Antonas Awarded a Critical Language Scholarship to Study in China
Alex Antonas, an electrical engineering major, was awarded the nationally competitive Critical Language Scholarship and


will spend this summer studying in Changchun, Chian, in the northeast part of the country near the border with North


Korea. The program will include intensive language classes, and he will live with a local roommate in university dorms. He


has also been paired with a language partner to help improve his spoken Chinese and expose him to more aspects of


the local culture. Antonas began studying Chinese in high school and has about five years of experience with the


language.


Jonathan Barsness Awarded Prestigious Boren Fellowship
Jonathan Barsness, a doctoral student in political science and advanced Arabic student, has received a David L. Boren


Fellowship, a highly competitive national award that provides funding for US graduate students to learn less commonly


taught languages. Barsness will use the Boren Fellowship, part of the National Security Education Program, to study at


the Qasid Institute in Amman, Jordan. He has also received a Department of State Critical Language Scholarship to


study Arabic in Ibri, Oman during the summer of 2016 and the UT Department of Political Science William G. McCall


Award for Dissertation Research.


Two Doctoral Students in Spanish Program Awarded UT Graduate School
Fellowships
Jessica Blanco-Marcos received a Herman E. Spivey Humanities Graduate Fellowship from UT Graduate School. These


fellowships are granted to outstanding first-year enrolled graduate students.


Ángela Pérez del Puerto, also a doctoral student in Spanish,  received a Yates Dissertation Fellowship from UT Graduate


School (2015-2016) to support the completion of her dissertation entitled "La censura católica literaria durante la


Posguerra española: Traspasando las fronteras de la ideología franquista" (Catholic Literary Censorship During the


Spanish Postwar: Beyond Franco's Ideology).


Alexandra Brito Awarded a Summer Undergraduate Research Internship
Alexandra (Alex) Brito, a participant in the College Scholars Program and a student of French working with Harriet
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Bowden, assistant professor of Spanish, has been awarded a UT Undergraduate Summer Research Internship to begin


work on her senior thesis project, "Effect of language immersion on advanced, late learners of French as revealed by


electroencephalography". She has been awarded a stipend and will present her results at Discovery Day in the fall. 


Desiree Dube Awarded Fulbright Fellowship to Russia
Desiree Dube, who is majoring in Russian language and culture, was awarded a prestigious Fulbright Fellowship to


spend the next year teaching English in Russia. She has studied Russian since her freshman year at UT and has


previously received a Critical Language Scholarship to study intensive Russian in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia. Her positive


experiences in Russia inspired her to apply for the Fulbright. She has not yet been told what city she will work in, but she


knows she will teach English at a university and also plans to begin a book club that focuses on American/British and


Russian short stories.


Catherine Greer Receives Numerous Research Grants
Catherine Greer, a doctoral student in German, was awarded two research grants for summer 2016, a DAAD (German


Academic Exchange Service) German Studies grant for archival research in Germany, and UT's W. K. McClure


Scholarship for the Study of World Affairs, which she will use to conduct archival research in Israel. She will also be a


Fellow with the Holocaust Educational Foundation at Northwestern University for their Summer Institute on the Holocaust


and Jewish Civilization. In July, she will present a paper at the "Children and War" conference held at the University of


Salzburg. During the past year she has presented at conferences in Holocaust Studies, Musicology, German Studies,


and Digital Humanities.


Lucy Greer and Joud Monla-Hassan Awarded Summer Internships in
Washington, DC
Lucy Greer, an Arabic minor, has received two internships in Washington, DC for the summer of 2016. She will serve as


an intern at the National Council on US-Arab Relations and the Middle East Policy Council. Joud Monla-Hassan, an


Arabic minor, has received an internship with the Human Rights Watch in the Middle East and North Africa division in


Washington, DC. She will conduct research on human rights violations in the region.


Joy Hancock Wins Dissertation Competition
Joy Hancock, a doctoral student in German, won first place at UT's first Three Minute Thesis Competition. She


competed against fourteen other graduate students from various disciplines. Joy presented her dissertation research


under the title: "Blood and Snow: Nationalism and Ice Spaces in German Science Fiction." She has completed her


coursework for the doctorate and will continue her dissertation research on the role of ice as the "reimagined"


conservative battlefield in 1920s speculative novels.
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Cheyanne Leonardo Received Two Awards and a Scholarship
Cheyanne Leonardo, a French major, was awarded both the 2016 Chancellor's Award for Extraordinary Academic


Achievement and the J. Wallace & Katie Dean Graduate Fellowship (2016-2017) to continue her studies in the French


and Francophone Studies Master's Degree Program at UT. She was also named the 2016 Outstanding Graduate in


French Studies.


Katie Plank Received Taiwan-United States Sister Relations Alliance Summer
Scholarship
Katie Plank, who is majoring in biology and minoring in Chinese, received a Taiwan-United States Sister Relations Alliance


Summer Scholarship to study in Taiwan this summer. Though she began studying Chinese by chance, after working as


a tour guide and language partner for Chinese exchange students, she has now spent three years learning the language


and is interested in translation as well as science and language education. She plans to continue studying Chinese while


also pursuing additional languages.
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Student News
Graduate Students Develop and Publish New Journal
On April 15, 2016, students published the first issue of Vernacular: New Connections in Language, Literature, &


Culture, a journal organized by the graduate students of MFLL. It is dedicated to sharing current academic


investigations and creative works of graduate students in comparable disciplines from universities across the globe. The


first issue was edited by Haley L. Osborne (Editor-in-Chief) and Melanie LaFoy (Associate Editor) and is available at


http://trace.tennessee.edu/vernacular/. For the second issue, which will appear in spring 2017, Nicholas Portugal will be


taking over as Editor-in-Chief with Catherine Greer as Associate Editor.


Mark Hipshire Pursuing Master's Degree in Europe
Mark Hipshire, a French major, will begin the Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degree in Aquaculture, Environment, and


Society. It is a two-year master's degree program created by a consortium comprised of the Scottish Association of


Marine Science (SAMS) in Oban, Scotland, the University of Crete in Crete, Greece, and the University of Nantes in


Nantes, France. Mark will spend at least one semester at each location. The program is designed to address the major


scientific, technological, and social obstacles facing the aquaculture industry and to promote sustainable development of


aqua-farming.


Erika Knowles Presented at the Midwest Slavics Conference
Erika Knowles, a Russian major and philosophy minor, presented at the Midwest Slavics Conference in Columbus, Ohio.


Her paper, called "The Silent Role of Christ in 'The Grand Inquisitor': Praise without Praise," examines the structure of a


chapter from The Brothers Karamazov, which she links to a tradition found in religious philosophy and to Dostoevsky's


emphasis on the idea of freedom in his works. This is an early step in her plan to pursue a doctorate Russian in the


future.


Rachel Floyd and Houston McClure Teaching English in Lille, France
Rachel Floyd and Houston McClure, who are both graduating in May 2016 with a master's degree in French, will spend


next year in Lille, France at the University of Lille 3. There they will teach English to students enrolled in the French


university.
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Xylina Marshall Participating in VoluntarItaly
Xylina Marshall, a major in Italian and World Business, will participate in the program VoluntarItaly for the summer of


2016. VoluntarItaly is sponsored by the Michigan chapter of the worldwide organization— the Dante Alighieri Society.


VoluntarItaly is a program that recruits students studying Italian to serve as counselors at church-run summer camps.


She will spend part of June and July assisting with the recreational and educational activities of the camps while living in


an Italian household. She is excited to have an opportunity to practice her language skills and become more familiar with


Northern Italian culture. 


Matthew Blair Admitted to Graduate Program at the University of Pittsburgh
Matthew Blair, a French major, will pursue a master's degree and doctorate in French at the University of Pittsburgh, with


concentrations in medieval studies as well as gender and sexuality studies. He began studying Latin in high school and


then moved into French when he entered UT. He also spent a semester abroad in Grenoble, France.


Brooke Tybush and Rachel Floyd Develop Language Learning Video Game
Brooke Tybush and Rachel Floyd, both master's degree students in the French program, spearheaded the creation of a


video game designed to support French learning at the elementary level. Working with professors in the French and


Graphic Design departments, they created a story narrative and then assembled a team of undergraduate students who


researched French culture, designed the artwork, and coded the game, learning French in the process. They developed


a working model of the game for the fall semester of 2015 and it has since been tested by students in French classes.


They and their faculty collaborators, Cary Staples (professor of graphic design in the School of Art) and Sébastian Dubriel


(professor of French in MFLL) have been invited to present this project at the CALICO conference in May 2016.


Randi Paige Winter Applies Italian Language and Culture in Healthcare
Research
Randi Paige Winter, a biochemistry & cellular and molecular biology major and Italian minor, will attend Quillen College of


Medicine in the fall of 2016. While at UT she studied abroad in Urbino, Italy, and conducted an internship with a local


elementary school to teach young children about Italian language and culture. She is president of the Italian Club, where


she hosts weekly meetings with fellow members and faculty to collectively plan volunteer projects, campus events, and


community outreach programs. She wrote her honors thesis on the differences between Italian and US healthcare


systems, with the goal of showing what the United States can learn from the Italian model and using that knowledge to


shape domestic healthcare policies.


Joanna Merkel Accepts Tenure-track Faculty Position in Edmonton, Alberta
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Joanna Merkel, a doctoral student in French, has accepted a tenure-track position in French at Concordia University of


Edmonton, where she will teach three courses per semester and work on developing international programs between


Canada and France. Originally from Strasbourg, France, she came to UT after a one-year stint at Lincoln University as a


Fulbright Foreign Language Assistant. During her time here she has participated in many departmental events, presented


at three conferences and published one article.
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Community and Campus Engagement and
Academic Outreach
Students in a Spanish 223 course with a focus on intensive medical Spanish, taught by Jae Resendes, worked on


translating a list of the phrases most commonly used in the school clinic at the Beaumont Magnet Academy. Beaumont


is an urban elementary school located only a couple of miles from UT's campus with a significant Hispanic population.


The list of phrases was provided by Chantelle Williams, the Registered Nurse (RN) on staff at Beaumont Magnet


Academy. Williams plans to share this guide with all of the other nurses in Knox County Schools. Students in the


Spanish 223 class were very pleased to be able to provide this service to local schools and they hope it will come in


handy.


The 


   


UT AuthorFest series continued this year with a Goethe Festival in November 2015 and a Melville Festival


hosted by the Department of English in April 2016. The Goethe Festival provided an opportunity for the German section


to showcase its faculty and students and to invite Heather Sullivan, professor of German and Comparative Literature at


Trinity University in Texas to present a keynote lecture entitled "Goethe and the Anthropocene," which brought together


topics in the humanities and STEM fields. During the festival nearly 200 students, faculty, and community members


attended film screenings, panel discussions, performances, and lectures introducing Johann Wolfgang von Goethe to


the UT community.


The Melville Festival in April 2016 featured panel discussions, a community reading of "Bartleby, the Scrivener," a keynote


address by John Bryant, Professor Emeritus of English and Director of the Hofstra Digital Research Center, Hofstra


University, and a staged reading of Moby Dick at the Relix Variety Theater, complete with costumes and chowder! The


AuthorFest series will continue next year with a Clarice Lispector Festival in fall 2016 and a Jane Austen Festival in spring


2017.


Graduate students Béatrice Flamenbaum, Joanna Merkel, Nicolas Portugal, and Adrien Lievin joined by MFLL faculty,


Mary McAlpin and Sébastien Dubreil, in a panel featured in this year's Sex Week. "Ooh la la: French Sexuality"


(April 5, 2016) which included talks on sex education in France, comparative dating practices, and more. Combined with


the delicious French food provided by the organizers of Sex Week, the sparkling presentations made for a fun and


instructive time.
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In spring 2016, the 


         


German program featured 


      


a lecture series on the topic "Social Justice and the Media,"


organized by Maria Stehle. This series featured lectures by Reyhan Sahin on "Strategies of Virtual Empowerment: Muslim


University Students on German Facebook" and   Faye Stewart. Stewart's lecture, on April 14, was titled "Into Herzog's


Abyss: Transatlantic Perspectives on the Death Penalty" and was accompanied by a screening of Werner Herzog's film


Into the Abyss: A Tale of Death, A Tale of Life on April 12.


The Italian Club organized numerous service and outreach activities this year. In fall 2015, Paige Winter, an Italian


major, spent Thursday afternoons teaching Italian to third graders at Farragut Elementary School. In November, the Italian


Club was invited to celebrate an Italian day with Farragut Intermediate School. Club members brought food and provided


activities of games, dress-up, and simple language. Club members also sang Italian Christmas Carols at Autumn Care


Assisted Living and baked sweets for the residents. Additionally, Italian Club students did a fundraiser through a


Percentage night, to donate gifts in the form of Italian books and themed toys to Children's Hospital. The hospital called


this the "Italian Angel Tree", and we hope to be able to sponsor this annually going forward. Finally, in March 2016 Italian


minors and club members volunteered at the UT Early learning Center and introduced four-year ar olds to Italian


language and culture.
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Fostering Community and Enhancing
Learning in MFLL
Along with numerous other activities, the French program organized a French Immersion Day on April 2, 2016. The


impact of such events is beneficial to the program, as feedback from Immersion Day indicates. For instance, eight out of


thirty-two students (25%) who attended the event would like to continue and pursue a minor or major in French!


Tuesday, March 1, was the first MFLL Talent show.  It


took place in the James R. Cox Auditorium in Alumni Memorial


Building.  Turnout was excellent: about 350 people in the


audience, plus roughly 120 performers from different language


programs who took part in the show.


Eight language programs participated for a total of twenty


different acts. The wide variety of performances included


poems, songs, instrumental performances, opera, dance,


and skits. Three faculty judges and one student judge from


each language gave scores to each act based on overall performance, audience response, stage appearance/role


performance, and originality.  The winners were:


First place – Russian song "Young Cossack walking by the Don river"


Second place – French song "Clown" 


Third place – Japanese instrumental/song performance "Sakura"


Congratulations to the winners, and thanks to all the performers, judges, student helpers, volunteers, and stage


managers (especially Pedro Tomas).


French Connections Week (March 28-April 1, 2016) was


a week of activities, organized by the French undergraduate


honors association Pi Delta Phi, under the leadership of Alex


Brito. It included an escape room event in the Language


Resource Center, a poetry recitation contest, the opportunity


to discuss careers in French with community members, and a
language trivia night for students in all language programs.  A
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highlight of the week was the "Coffee and Canvas," event at


which students recreated Van Gogh's "Sunflowers" while


sipping coffee and eating pastries en plein air, led by French


student and artist Olivia Crawford, with simultaneous translation into French by doctoral candidate Nicolas Portugal.


The Italian Club organized numerous service and outreach activities this year. In fall 2015, Paige Winter, an Italian


major, spent Thursday afternoons teaching Italian to third graders at Farragut Elementary School. In November, the Italian


Club was invited to celebrate an Italian day with Farragut Intermediate School. Club members brought food and provided


activities of games, dress-up, and simple language. Club members also sang Italian Christmas Carols at Autumn Care


Assisted Living and baked sweets for the residents. Additionally, Italian Club students did a fundraiser through a


Percentage night, to donate gifts in the form of Italian books and themed toys to Children's Hospital. The hospital called


this the "Italian Angel Tree", and we hope to be able to sponsor this annually going forward. Finally, in March 2016 Italian


minors and club members volunteered at the UT Early learning Center and introduced four-year ar olds to Italian


language and culture. 


On November 18 and 19, 2015, students of the French Theatre Workshop presented on-campus public


performances of "Notre Cendrillon" ("Our Cinderella")—a "recreated" version of Joël Pommerat's Cinderella. This French-


language performance included some English translation.


Feijoada, the national Brazilian dish, has become the trademark of The Brazilian Cultural Night. Students and friends


joined Wanessa Velloso in the kitchen of the International House on March 10 to make sure guests would have an


authentic feijoada experience. The cooking began the day before so the meats and beans simmered to perfection,


giving the feijoada its irresistible burst of flavor.


Ninety people came to the Brazilian Cultural night. Eurídice Silva, the Portuguese chair, opened the event with a brief


history of feijoada, followed by a fun Bingo that had the feijoada ingredients in Portuguese. One lucky guest got two gift


certificates for lunch at Brazeiros. The dessert was another Brazilian favorite: brigadeiros, a truffle-like treat made with


condensed milk and chocolate.


Pictures from the event are available at: https://www.facebook.com/CLIPutk/ this event was co-sponsored by CLIP –
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The Portuguese Language Club, and the MFLL department.


The MFLL Fourth Annual Soccer Tournament took place on April 13, at the Regal Soccer Stadium. The tournament


final came down to the Spanish students playing against the Italian students, with Spanish winning the final with a score


of 2-0. The tournament continues to gain visibility and participation: this year, 419 raffle tickets were given out at the gate.


The event was fully sponsored by the MFLL department, which allowed the teams to have beautiful shirts and Cliff bars


for an energy boost.


Several businesses participated in making the event more fun for our students and fans. Corporate Clothing USA


upgraded the shirts to dry-fit material, and several businesses donated gift certificates for our event including: Brazeiros,


Subway, Stefano's, Papa John's, Pizza Hut, Domino's, Copper Cellar, Pelancho's, Central Flats & Taps, Moe's, Niro


Gyro's, Firehouse Subs, National Fitness Center Signature Club, and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Gracie Barra Knox. In addition,


the International House, the Center for Sports, Peace and Society, UT Soccer, UT Athletics, and the School of


Journalism and Electronic Media (SJEM), contributed to marketing our event and helping us secure what we needed for


a successful event. Many MFLL faculty members came to support the teams and the organizers of the event.


The format of the games was developed by one of Wanessa Velloso's students, Jacob Morton, who did an outstanding


job figuring out the brackets and coordinating the entire tournament. Two students from SJEM gave the event a


professional touch: Lucas Panzica announced the event and Holly Carter contributed her photography skills.  Photos are


posted on the MFLL Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/MFLLsoccertournaments/


None of this would have been possible if it were not for our incredible students.


The Chinese Karaoke Contest is an annual event held by the Chinese Program and the Chinese Culture Club


(CCC). This year's contest, the third, took place on April 8.


Participants must be students taking Chinese classes, and


they must sing a whole song in front of a panel of three judges


and around 100 audience members. This year we had


fourteen groups, totaling about twenty-five contestants. They


came from all four years of Chinese language classes as well


as from the Chinese Linguistics class. The event also featured


one emcee from the third-year Chinese, who hosted the


event primarily in Chinese, and one emcee from first-year


Chinese, who provided an explanation in English. This event


not only showcased the Chinese-learning students' language


proficiency and singing talent but also contributed to the cohesion of the program as students from different levels all


mingled together. As in previous years, our Chinese Karaoke Contest was generously sponsored by the Confucius
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Institute and attracted a large crowd. Most importantly, all our students learned some Chinese, had a lot of fun, and


became more confident about their Chinese language skills.
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Language and World Business Program
(LWB) News
The program's goal is to encourage all students to intern with companies and organizations that will challenge their


language and business skills in preparation for the ever-increasing and competitive world market. The program staff


continue to serve as liaisons to position students with well recognized and established companies and organizations, as


well as smaller enterprises that offer the opportunity for hands-on experiences.


A selected group of LWB students participated in UT's First Global Scholar Conference on February 20, 2016. The


presentation was titled "Practical Application of Study Abroad and Internships in Language and World Business". They all


did a superb job in presenting their experiences while studying abroad and conducting various internships. The LWB


panel was comprised of the following students: David Mashburn (Perú); Michelle Johnson (France); Evan Bryan (Spain);


Rebekah Spahr (Germany); and Stephanie Cuel (Spain).


The LWB students have been awarded a number of scholarships for spring and summer 2016. Most recently, Spencer


Hinton, LWB-Japanese, was selected by DeRoyal Industries in Powell, Tennessee, to begin alongside their marketing


group. Martina Elliott, LWB-German, is a finalist for an internship with Volkswagen Group of America in Chattanooga.


Laura Lauder, LWB- Japanese, has been chosen from among a very competitive student national pool to work with


Congresswoman Marsha Blackburn in Washington, D.C.  A new partnership with Corporate Clothing USA gave Kiersten


Ray, LWB-French, the opportunity to work in their headquarters in Knoxville, Tennessee. Three LWB-Hispanic Studies


students, Evan Bryan, Stephanie Cuel, and Lois Palcu will be finishing their local internships in Knoxville with Hola Hora


Latina, and Centro Hispano, respectively. Two LWB students will be doing international internships this summer: Alyssa
Frohock, LWB-Hispanic Studies, will be working in a hospital in Pontevedra, Spain with the Atlantis Project PreHealth
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Program, and Xylina Marshall, LWB-Italian, will take part of the VoluntarItaly program in Northern Italy soon after her


graduation in May.


For the first time, selected LWB students were the recipients of the Goldman/Pendleton Scholarship, a fund created by


Chad Goldman, an LWB alumnus, and Brian Pendleton, to support LWB students in internships or study-abroad


programs, especially if these include community service or outreach. The awardees were: Lydia Dowdy, LWB- Hispanic


Studies, who will be studying abroad in Spain for two semesters, and Jaime Ragos, LWB- Hispanic Studies, who will be


studying abroad in Costa Rica for the summer. In addition, Alyssa Frohock was awarded funds from the Arant


Scholarship.


On April 2, Shelby Moses, LWB-Hispanic Studies, presented her Honor's Thesis titled "Primary Education Changes to


Increase Higher Education Hispanic Enrollment Rates in Tennessee," during the Seventh Annual Undergraduate


Research Symposium at the University of Tennessee.
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